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Approved
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Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation [if general]
Postgraduate Certificate in Practical Ethics

Brief note about nature of change: Introduction of new modules to bring in some optionality

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2019 [if general] https://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2019-20/pcinpratethi/administratorview/

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2020 and available to existing students [if general]
For first examination from 2020-21

Detail of change text to be deleted struck through, new text underlined

[1.1] 6. Every candidate shall be required to satisfy the examiners in assignments totalling not more than 3,500 words for each of the six modules undertaken. Assignments totalling not more than 3,500 words for each six modules, which must include the module listed in Schedule A and five modules selected from the list in Schedule B.
[1.9] ...in any part of the examination may will be permitted...

After [1.11] before [1.12] insert Schedule A

After [1.12] insert Schedule B (Not all modules may be available every year)
After [1.17] insert as numbered list

7. Artificial Intelligence Ethics
8. Data Ethics
9. Climate, Environment and Animals

Explanatory Notes